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Levy County 4-H Day Camp participants learn
about aquaculture in Cedar Key

Leslie Sturmer begins her part of teaching the children about shellfish
farming.
Story, Photos and Videos By Jeff M. Hardison © July 26, 2017 at 4:27 p.m.
LEVY COUNTY – One set of Levy County Day Camp participants went to Cedar
Key and another set went to peanut fields on Tuesday (July 25) as the summer day
camps wrapped up.
This story, photos and video are from the marine science day camp.
The adventures at Cedar Key included hands-on and hands-off learning experiences.

The small seed clams are shown to children.
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The first mesh bag has holes that are smaller than the second bag the clams
go into as they grow.
Six adults, three counselors and three instructors, took 26 children to three different
stations, rotating the three groups. Each child had a shell to help him or her know which
group they were in.
One group was named the Clam Shell Group. One group was named the Sunray
Venus Clam Shell Group. And one group was named the Oyster Shell Group.
The adult camp counselors for the three groups were Hania Ruiz (who is a fourth
grade teacher at Williston Elementary School during the school year); Cassie Nathe; and
Joshua Mathews.
One of the instructors was Leslie Sturmer of the University of Florida’s Institute of
Food and Agricultural Sciences (UF/IFAS) Levy County Extension. Sturmer is involved
with Molluscan Shellfish Aquaculture; the Florida Sea Grant Extension; and she is
located at the Cedar Key Marine Field Office.
Another instructor was Carter S. Cyr, a UF/IFAS Biologist II
Another instructor was Loy “Reggie” Markham, a UF/IFAS Field Technician from the
UF School of Forest Resources and Conservation. Markham is involved with the
Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences Program at the Cedar Key Marine Field Office.
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The bigger clams are held by Sturmer as she speaks about their growth.

This clump of oyster shells are shown to demonstrate where oysters grow
and build in the wild, versus in an oyster farm.
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The place where oysters grow on a farm is in the hard black bag structure.
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The group of campers led by Ruiz started their two-hour, three-part tour with
Sturmer.
Those children and their adult counselor went to an area next to the Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission’s (FWC) building – the Senator George Kirkpatrick
Marine Laboratory.
Interestingly, Hanna Healey of the FWC was providing Alachua County 4-H Club
members and parents with marine science lessons that same day in the same vicinity.
Meanwhile under Sturmer’s guidance, the day campers (and now child scientists)
learned all about shellfish farming.
She opened her presentation by asking the campers about the types of farmers they
knew about already. Children mentioned farmer of peanuts, watermelon, corn and
cattle, dairy and pig ranchers.
Then she explained the difference between fish like grouper, snapper, bass, bream
and trout in comparison with clams and oysters, which are among the various forms of
shellfish.
Sturmer helped the campers understand they were in a great place to learn about
hard clams. Cedar Key produces 90 percent of all of the hard clams consumed in the
United States, she said.
Cedar Key’s shellfish growers produce 150 million clams a year, Sturmer said.
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The light colored bag
held by Leslie Sturmer
for hard shell clams.
The black single layer
covering that is put on
top of Venus Sun Ray
Clams is not a bag.
Farmers must rake
those clams up to
harvest them.

is

Leslie Sturmer shows the campers an aerial photo of Cedar Key, which they
knew is an island.
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The instructor had the campers gather around a recessed table with plastic, shallow
open-top tanks. As she began her discussion of growing and harvesting clams and
oysters, Sturmer began by showing the children very small clams – about the diameter
of an M&M candy.
These are seeds of hard clams, she explained. This is what clam farmers buy to begin
their crops. She let the children know that later they would be going to Southern Cross
Sea Farms, a bit west on State Road 24 from the laboratory.
This is the hatchery where the microscopic-sized first clams start being raised to be
sold to farmers, and to other interests.
The children also enjoyed an opportunity under Sturmer’s direction at the FWC
UF/IFAS marine laboratory to see the clams under the microscope.
Once the clams reach the size she showed they are put in a soft cloth bag on the
bottom of the Gulf of Mexico.
Ten thousand baby seed clams are put in the bag, she said.
It is staked to the bottom with PVC pipe, she said. After about three months, she said
that set of little clams is brought up and put into a bag with bigger holes for the mesh.
This allows the clams to have more water, which carries oxygen and nutrients for
them to grow. Clams eat phytoplankton (small marine algae).
That bag is put underwater on the bottom for 12 months and then it is harvested, she
said.
Then Sturmer began speaking about a different form of shellfish to grow and harvest
– oysters.
Oysters grow on oyster bars, which are formed from the shells of dead oysters. They
keep settling on top of the bar, or reef, and create their own structure, she said.
One difference between a clam and an oyster, Sturmer explained, is that the clams
stick out two siphons to collect oxygen and food by passing water through their gills, and
oysters simply let the water flow through their open shells to get oxygen.
After the clam takes out the nutrients, it expels fresh water.
A single littleneck-size clam can filter 4.5 gallons of water per day. A small clam farm
can clear 4.5 million
gallons of water a day.
Leslie Sturmer
speaks about the
organs within the
creatures. The clam
has a foot and two
siphons, which the
oyster does not have.
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Campers look at a screen that shows what is being viewed through a
microscope. Here are very tiny clams.
Another difference between the oyster and the clam, she said, is the clams’ ability to
move by having a foot, which they can stick out of their shells to move.
The farmer plants hard structures that the oysters grow on. This hard plastic bag gets
150 seed oysters in it. They float in the plastic structures, which have pontoons on them.
These hard floating bags, however, must be flipped weekly by the oyster farmers,
Sturmer explained, because there are other creatures and things that want to grow there
in addition to the oysters. That includes barnacles, algae and other non-oyster
organisms.
She also showed the children that while oysters on an oyster bar or reef are all
connected, farmed oysters are grown individually and separately to make the marketing
of them to restaurants and the oyster-eating public easier and better than if they are in a
big clump.
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While growing a marketable oyster takes six to eight months, in comparison to the
longer period of time to grow a clam, there is much more labor involved with flipping
the oyster-growing bag platforms weekly.
The campers learned about a new form of clam being grown now.
The Sunray Venus Clam (Macrocallista nimbosa) is a native Florida clam, Sturmer
said, and growers are raising this as a clam that is different from the hard clam. It will be
identifiable and purchased in good restaurants, she said.
Unlike the hard clam, though, the Sunray Venus Clam does not bury when they are
put into the bags used for the other clams.
The method for growing this species of clam, she explained, is to place a single layer
of netting over them – rather than having them in a bag.
To harvest the Sunray Venus Clams, Sturmer explained, the farmer must use a rake.
This is more labor intensive than pulling up a bag full of grown clams.
The campers did not go to the actual clam farms, though, because that takes a boat.
That land is leased by the farmers from the state of Florida, because the state owns (as
the trustee) the sovereign land under the navigable waters of the state.
Among the other tidbits Sturmer shared with the children was to hold up a fossil of a
clam from the Pleistocene era that was taken from a quarry in Florida.
The Pleistocene Epoch is typically defined as the time period that began about 1.8
million years ago. It lasted until about 11,700 years ago. The most recent Ice Age
occurred then, as glaciers covered huge parts of the planet Earth.
Dinosaurs roamed the Earth back in part of this era, Sturmer said, and while they are
extinct today – there are still hard shell clams on the bottom of the oceans.

https://youtu.be/2OsjhRwWnkc
In this video, the campers watch a monitor that displays what is visible
through a microscope. When they noticed the foot of a microscopic clam
helping it move, they were interested. The calm uses its foot to dig down
and bury itself on the bottom of the ocean.
~
The next part of the experiences on Tuesday for this set of campers was to learn from
Biologist Cyr. He helped them understand through a process he shares with clam
farmers to identify three types of organisms in relation to clams.
The game is called “What’s in the clam bag?”
Just as a farmer or gardener finds weeds and insects that are not wanted, so do clam
farmers. Of course, bees that pollinate are good insects (although no one wants to be
stung by one).

https://youtu.be/GqgH6Nzi5YU
In this video, a camper is seen looking at a crab in a container as Biologist
Carter Cyr explains about another creature that is both a friend and a
neighbor.
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The light on the screen provides an opportunity for shadow practice.

Campers begin looking at different creatures.
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A living sand dollar is viewed.
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The biologist holds a creature to let the campers see the size of its mouth.
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A camper holds up a shelled creature to compare it with one that is on the
screen.
The children identified more than a dozen different organisms.
They identified them as either “friend,” “foe” or “neighbor.”
A friend is an organism that helps a clam by providing a food source or by cleaning up
waste that the clam makes. A foe is something that endangers the clam by being a
predator that eats the clam, or by being something in competition for the same food
source.
Neighbors are just marine organisms that happen to be in the same area.
The children fond opportunities to touch any of the living creatures they want to
touch. This is in contrast with some areas where they were reminded to not touch
things, such as
machinery at the
seafood market.
Reggie Markham
shows the campers
where the smallest
clams start their
lives.
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An area for looking at clams.
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A bucket of fresh clams awaits sorting.

Campers learn about the machine that counts and sorts clams. Oysters must be counted
and sorted manually.
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Children see
the even colder
area where
oysters are
stored.
Reggie
Markham showed
the campers the
Southern Cross
Sea Farms.
Children saw
tanks where
microscopic clams
float and swim
until they become bigger and sink to the bottom of the containers.
Eventually those little clams are sold to farmers who plant them. Markham said that
while the tiny clams enjoy life in the safety of this nursery, once they are in the Gulf of
Mexico they face all of the dangers of life in the tough, real world.
He showed the children a machine that sorts and counts clams by size and number.
From the moment when the clams are taken from the Gulf and go into the packaging
area, and are then sold, the clams are alive. The packaging area is kept cold to preserve
the clams.
Oysters are kept at an even colder temperature.
Southern Cross Sea Farms sells clams, oysters, lobster, several types of fish and other
seafood as a retail outlet, Markham said, and he encouraged the children to let their
parents know that this might be where they want to go to buy their seafood.
With this group having just come from a lab where a biologist had them touch all the
living creatures they wanted, the message to look and listen, but not to touch, had to be
reinforced a few times.
Some learners are tactile learners, and it helps them learn by touching things. And 4H is a very hands-on experiential learning environment for the most part. However,
there are times when
campers are not to touch
things.
The output area for
clams where they go
into different colors of
bags, depending on
size.
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